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Principal's Piece
Dear Parents and Guardians,
It has been fantastic to see the way that students from all year levels have settled back into learning at
school. Classrooms and the schoolyard have been filled with talking and laughter and all of the noises
and actions that we love to see and hear at school. Students have had have split break times, which has
allowed them to have additional space when playing outside. As of next week we will return to one break
time with more areas opened to play in. Please remember that if your child is at all unwell, don’t send
them to school. This is the best way that we can continue to keep each other safe and to have
confidence in having our learners at school.
Thank you to all of our parents for your cooperation and patience at drop off and pick up times. Mrs
Spiteri and I are working hard to keep the traffic flowing through gate 4 and students are becoming
much more accustomed to watching out for their cars and being ready as cars pull up. All of these things
make the traffic flow quicker through the front of our school. I would also like to take this opportunity to
remind everyone that social distancing is still required at drop off and pick up times. Our directive is to
discourage gatherings at the school gate.
A few weeks ago we had our Prep 2021 Information Night online and this was the first opportunity many
new families had to meet some of the staff at CtP and hear about the school. Due to restrictions, we are
unable to have any onsite tours yet and it is still unclear as to what the transition process from
kindergarten to prep will look like for this year. As soon as restrictions are eased and the government
allows it, we will be organising tours for 2021 students and their families.
As I mentioned in our last newsletter. At CtP, we are embarking on the development of a master plan. In
weeks one and two of this term, architects; Clarke Hopkins Clarke conducted sessions with students and
parents. A big thank you to the parents who were able to participate in this meeting. It was great to hear
your hopes and dreams for the future at CtP, which were very similar to those of the staff and student
body. I look forward to bringing you more updates regarding this process as the term continues.
PSW Uniforms is now open for uniform purchasing. Included in this newsletter are images of the new
uniform and in which combinations it is to be worn. I understand that during this time students have
grown and it has been difficult to purchase uniforms so teachers have been understanding of this.
Moving forward please work with your child/ren to understand which days are sports days, when the
sports uniform is to be worn, and which days are non-sport when the full school uniform is to be worn.
The old uniform can be worn throughout 2021 and 2022, with all students transitioned to the new
uniform in 2023. Term 4 is a summer uniform term, which sees the boys wearing shorts and the girls
wearing the school dress or skort. Stockings are not to be worn with the summer school uniform.

It has been fantastic to have our local community shops open once more and for case numbers of
COVID-19 to be so low. If at all possible please support our local shops, who I know over the years have
so generously supported different fundraisers at Christ the Priest, even doing so during the lockdown
period for our CtP Walking/Running Challenge. Vouchers donated by Bunnings-Caroline Springs and the
Watergardens Shopping Centre will be distributed soon to the winners of the Walking/Running
Challenge. We are blessed to have such a supportive community surrounding our young learners, even
during these difficult times.
God bless,
Adele Vesty.
Principal

Dates to mark in your
Calendars...
School Reports

Available via the nForma portal on
Monday, 7th December 2020

Parent/Teacher/Student Learning Chats
Will take place on
Thursday, 10th December 2020 via Google Meet
Students will finish school at 12:00pm on this day

2021 Transition

Will take place on
Monday, 14th December 2020

Last Day of School

The final day of school for students will be
Wednesday, 16th December 2020 at 3:15pm

End of Year Mass

End of year Mass will be live-streamed at
1.45pm on Wednesday,16th December 2020

2021 School Fees and Levies

School Fees will remain the same as 2020.
This is made up of a family fee of $2130
and a curriculum fee of $440 per child
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Stars...

Term 4 -Week 5

SupWe aim to be

"I want to
be a Supernova..."
PREP
YEAR 1/2
YEAR 3
YEAR 4

DRAMA

ART
ITALIAN
SPORT
MUSIC

Isabella C - 1/2 Yellow
Olivia P - 4 Green
Mira M - 1/2 Green
Joseph Y - 4 Blue
Antoni C - 4 Blue

Prep Blue - Ivy G I Prep Green - Scarlett W I Prep Red - Xavier M
1/2 Blue - Royden V I 1/2 Green - Noah T I 1/2 Red - Marina A I 1/2 Purple - Andrea J I 1/2 Yellow - Scarlett P

3 Blue - Ava S I 3 Red - Shayani M
4 Blue - Sandy A I 4 Green - Romina V I 4 Red - William C

YEAR 5 5 Blue - Dean M I 5 Green - Ava S I 5 Red - Frank V
YEAR 6 6 Blue - Bekim G I 6 Green - Francesco C I 6 Red - Lily M

Christ the Priest Student Wellbeing News
Guiding our children back to school
It has been brilliant to have all of our children back at school. The classrooms and
playgrounds are full again with the sounds of kids learning, having fun and interacting
with their peers and teachers which has been missed for so long. Much of our focus has
been targeted at supporting the wellbeing of our students as they transition back to
onsite learning. I would like to take the opportunity to thank the staff at CtP for their
unconditional positive regard for all of our students as our children have transitioned
very well. Our key principles to support our students have been to promote a sense of:
1. safety so that students feel they are safe, and that those around them are safe
2. calm so that students feel relaxed, composed and grounded (regulated)

3. belonging and connectedness so that students experience having meaningful
relationships with others who understand and support them
4. hope and optimism so that students believe that things will work out well.
I would also like to highlight that the children have demonstrated a strong sense of
independence as they walk into school by themselves, carrying their own bags and
getting themselves ready for learning. This is something that is important for us to
continue to foster in 2021 and beyond.
Now that restrictions are set to be eased, this resource might be something that you
would like to complete as a family. This activity gives children and young people
practical ways that they can reflect and discuss what life after COVID-19 can look
like.
If you have any concerns about your child’s wellbeing, please make contact with your
child’s classroom teacher.
Kind regards,
Ben Fahey
Deputy Principal & Student Wellbeing Leader
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by Michael Grose

What drives kids’ behaviour? Is it impulse, mood, emotion, age or genes that cause kids to be sociable and safe or unsociable
and risky?
The motivating forces behind kids’ actions are as complex as the many behavioural theories that have done the rounds over the
years. Psychiatrist Sigmund Freud suggested that most behaviour is driven by internal desires, which were difficult to control.
“Boys will be boys!”
His colleague Alfred Adler believed that behaviour is driven by the need to find a place within our groups. “Would someone pay
me some attention!”
Development psychologist Jean Piaget suggested that children’s behaviour was largely governed by their stage of development.
“It’s just a stage she’s going through.”
All theories have validity but they neglect to highlight something that we’ve always known but not recognised enough – that
kids choose how they behave. Their choices may be negatively impacted by tiredness, hunger, or irritability but ultimately, they
make a decision to act in certain ways, or step back to let their impulses take over.
There are caveats. A hungry, overtired three-year-old who is being annoyed by a sibling is unlikely to make a reasoned choice
about how they respond. Lashing out, a screech for parental help or an unrestrained tantrum are a more likely response. Parent
common sense comes to the fore in determining how to respond to their child when mitigating factors are at play.

"GOOD CHOICE, HARRY"

When a young child is kind to a sibling or friend a parent can praise the behaviour (“It was great to see you be kind, Harry”) or
the choice (“Good choice, Harry”).
When parents focus on the decisions kids make we teach them that they have a say in their behaviour. We reach out to their
prefrontal cortex – the part of their brain responsible for reasoning – and say, “You’re in charge of how this child behaves. Good
for you as you chose well.” Continual reinforcement of choices over time is likely to have a strong impact on how a child
perceives himself. Reinforcement of choices places the locus on control on the child, rather than on external factors such as
mood, peers and gender as likely causes of poor behaviour.

"YOU HAVE CHOICES"

A child who misbehaves at home or in social situations can be reminded “You have choices.” It helps if kids experience the
consequences of their poor choices rather than be sheltered from them. A child who refuses, which is a choice, o clean up a
mess left in the living room may lose those items for a period of time. If they value those items, then they may make different
choices next time around. Choices teach responsibility, when they are coupled with behavioural consequences.

"CAN YOU MAKE A SMARTER CHOICE?"

A parent may need to outline some of the choices – walk away from conflict, come to a them for help, do nothing – but
ultimately the decision is a child’s to make. Similarly, going over poor choices with a child or young person in a quiet moment
after an event can help them reflect and reset their brain for better choices in the future. “What behaviour can you choose next
time?” is a helpful question to ask a child or young person who got themselves into a behavioural pickle.

"CHOOSE BETWEEN THESE TWO"

Anecdotal evidence suggests that approximately one in three children don’t like to be told what to do. These kids value control
and use resistance strategies such as arguing, negotiation or procrastination to assert their authority. These children can be
wearing for parents, but the flipside is, that they generally make assertive adults as long as their spirits aren’t dampened when
they are young. The use of choices works well with children who value control over their own actions.
It’s best to give them a choice between two options, which is an illusion of power. “If you stay inside you need to be quiet. If you
want to play noisy games, you need play outside.” Kids will usually take one of the options offered, provided they’re reasonable,
as they feel they are calling the shots.
The focus on choices can start when children are toddlers continuing into adolescence and beyond. It’s an empowering concept
that prepares kids to live fully in the civilised society that they will be entering. It balances personal empowerment with personal
responsibility, two character traits highly valued by schools, community groups and employers.

Things to Look Forward To...
Draw, write or tell someone answers to
any of the following questions

Who will you go
visit out of everyone
you know?

When places open up
again, where is the first
spot you'll go?

Which friend will
you invite first to come
around and play?

Which play
places, will be first
on your list?

Are there any activities
you really cant wait for?

What
parts
schoo
of
l have
you m
issed?

